Rhythm and convergence between speakers of American and Indian English

Abstract: The study examines rhythmic convergence between speakers of American and Indian English. Previous research has shown that American English shows tendencies towards stress-timing, and Indian English has been claimed to be syllable-timed (Crystal 1994). Starting from the view that languages differ in their rhythmic tendencies, rather than that they have categorically different rhythmic properties, we examine in an acoustic study the rhythmic tendencies of the two languages, and whether these tendencies can change in the course of an interaction. The focus is on temporal properties (specifically, the duration of stressed syllables and of feet). The results show evidence of mixed rhythmic properties for both languages, with Indian English being more syllable-timed than American English. American speakers show a trend towards changes in foot duration that can be interpreted as accommodation in speech rate or as convergence towards a more syllable-timed foot duration pattern. One Indian English speaker converges in both examined properties towards a more stress-timing pattern. The results are discussed within a dynamical model of rhythmic structure (Saltzman, Nam, Krivokapić, and Goldstein 2008). It is suggested that rhythmic convergence can arise via a tuning between speakers of the prosodic interoscillator coupling function that is proposed in that model.

1 Introduction

1.1 Convergence

In the process of an interaction, speakers can converge to each other, becoming more similar in their language (Pardo 2006; Babel 2009; Lewandowski 2012). Convergence has been found to occur at the phonetic, prosodic, syntactic, and lexical level. Thus speakers’ VOTs and vowels can become more similar in their properties to the productions of their co-speakers (e.g., Sancier and Fowler 1997; Nielsen 2011; Babel 2012), and speakers use lexical items and syntactic
constructions that have been used by their co-speakers (Garrod and Anderson 1987; Pickering and Garrod 2004). At a more global level, speakers can also converge in speech rate, pause duration, fundamental frequency, pitch accent placement, and intensity (e.g., Natale 1975; Street 1984; Zvonik and Cummins 2002; Kim and Nam 2009; Krivokapić 2011; Levitan and Hirschberg 2011).

An aspect of convergence that has not been examined so far is whether speakers converge in their rhythmic properties. However, it has been argued that speakers are sensitive to the rhythmic properties (in terms of isochrony of intervals between pitch accents) of their co-speaker’s speech and that such rhythmic properties inform turn-taking behavior (Couper-Kuhlen 1993; Auer, Couper-Kuhlen, and Müller 1999). Empirical support for this view is mixed (see also Bull and Aylett [1998] for a number of other factors affecting turn-taking). Włodarczak, Šimko, and Wagner (2012) show evidence that turn-taking is sensitive to regularity in syllable duration (see also Wilson and Wilson [2005] for arguments that turn-taking is based on convergence in speech rate at the level of the syllable). However, in a later work Włodarczak et al. (in press) suggest, based on evidence from Finnish, that it might be the alternation between vowels and consonants which determines the onset of turn-taking. Beņuš, Gravano, and Hirschberg (2011) show evidence of turn-taking being guided by rhythmic structure (in terms of isochrony of intervals between pitch accents) and suggest that it is this rhythmic structure that affords, in the sense of Gibson (1979), turn-taking in a manner appropriate to a conversational setting. From this point of view, we might expect speakers’ rhythmic properties to converge as well, possibly even, if these form such a crucial component in interactions, to be the first to converge. It is unclear, however, whether rhythmic structure guides turn-taking when co-speakers are from dialects that differ in their rhythmic properties. A study on turn-taking between speakers of British English (a stress-timed language) and Singapore English (a syllable-timed language) found limited evidence of rhythmic integration between the speakers (Szczepek Reed 2010).

1.2 Rhythm

Temporal properties of speech rhythm have been extensively researched. A focus of a large number of studies has been the attempt to classify languages as stress-timed and syllable-timed. However, despite this effort and the advances made in the study of rhythm, a conclusion as to the existence of these rhythmic classes and as to the properties of stress-timed and the properties of syllable-timed languages has not been reached. Starting with the work by Pike (1945) and Abercrombie (1967), a large body of research has examined the idea that rhythm is
based on durational properties and that it involves regularly occurring intervals of equal duration, such as feet and syllables, either in the acoustic signal or as perceived by listeners (e.g., Bolinger 1965; Huggins 1972; Lehiste 1972, 1977; Nakatani, O’Connor, and Aston 1981). Evidence against a strict view of isochrony, based on durational characteristics, is overwhelming (see the overview in Arvaniti 2012). Dauer (1983, 1987) suggests that the impression of rhythmic structure arises from a number of converging properties in a language that are of a more qualitative nature, such as the variation of syllable structure, the existence of vowel reduction, and phonetic properties of prominence marking. Dauer (1983) argues that, rather than being divided into rhythmic classes, languages have more or less stress-timed language properties. A number of rhythm metrics has tried to capture this view of rhythm as a gradient property, while still, contrary to Dauer (1983), keeping the basic distinction between stress-timed and syllable-timed languages (e.g., Ramus, Nespor, and Mehler 1999; Grabe and Low 2002). Arvaniti (2009, 2012), however, examines different rhythm metrics and shows that they do not provide a reliable indicator of rhythmic classes. Based on a discussion of the nature of rhythm, she further argues that rhythm and timing cannot be equated, and that speech rhythm research should move away from examining only durational properties (Arvaniti 2009).

Despite the arguments against a categorical division of languages into stress-timed and syllable-timed, there is consensus that aspects of linguistic timing are relevant for rhythm. Evidence for the relevance of durational properties is seen in polysyllabic shortening – the phenomena that stressed syllables shorten with the addition of unstressed syllables to the word or the foot (e.g., Lehiste 1972; Klatt 1973; Port 1981; Rakerd, Sennett, and Fowler 1987; Kim and Cole 2005; White and Turk [2010] for pitch accented but not for de-accented words; and Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk [2011] for polysyllabic shortening within words but generally not across words). For example, in a corpus study of American English, Kim and Cole (2005) find that the duration of the foot (where foot includes both cross-word feet and within-word feet) increases with the addition of unstressed syllables, while at the same time the stressed syllable shortens. The unstressed syllables do not shorten, and shortening does not occur if the foot spans a prosodic phrase boundary. By somewhat constraining the duration of the foot, polysyllabic shortening allows for a tendency towards isochrony of the foot to arise.

Saltzman et al. (2008) model these findings within the task-dynamics model of speech production (Saltzman and Munhall 1989) and a coupled oscillator model of intergestural timing (Saltzman and Byrd 2000; Nam and Saltzman 2003). Saltzman et al. (2008) show that rhythmic properties of American English can emerge through the coupling of a foot oscillator, syllable oscillator, and a
temporal modulation gesture $\mu$ (see also Byrd and Saltzman [2003] for the related $\pi$-gesture for boundary lengthening). Within this model, a $\mu$-gesture slows the gestural activation during the stressed syllables. This leads to the lengthening of the gestures active during this period, resulting in the longer duration of stressed in comparison to unstressed syllables. The foot oscillator aims to keep the duration of the foot constant by squeezing the syllables in it, thus this oscillator is a force towards foot synchrony. The syllable oscillator aims to keep the duration of the syllable constant, and is thus a force towards syllable isochrony. The foot oscillator and the syllable oscillator are in competition, which is captured in the interoscillator coupling function. Interoscillator coupling functions are bidirectionally specified, and each oscillator has its own weighting, defining how strong the influence of the oscillator in the function is. The stronger the weighting of the foot oscillator, the more dominant the foot will be, and the stronger the tendency towards foot isochrony. This foot-dominance leads to polysyllabic shortening (see also O’Dell and Nieminen [1999] for such an approach). However, foot dominance leads to all syllables becoming shorter with the addition of more syllables to the foot. To achieve the shortening of the stressed but not of the unstressed syllables (as observed in Kim and Cole 2005), the foot oscillator’s weight in the interoscillator coupling function is weaker during the unstressed than during the stressed syllables. In this way, the foot oscillator’s squeezing is weaker during the unstressed than during the stressed syllables. The model of Saltzman et al. (2008; see also Nam, Saltzman, Krivokapić, and Goldstein 2008; O’Dell and Nieminen 1999) allows the tendencies towards isochrony to be captured, thus allowing both the intuitions and the evidence from the data to be accommodated, while at the same time not predicting strict isochrony. This is the view of rhythm adopted in this study, i.e., rhythm is seen as a tendency towards temporal regularity in the occurrence of a certain element that arises through the temporal regularity of oscillators and is mediated through the interaction with other prosodic oscillators (and, of course, through the interaction with other properties of speech such as, for example, segmental properties, prosodic boundaries [see, e.g., Bolinger 1965; Kim and Cole 2005], or speech planning).

1.3 Goals

The first aim of the present study is to compare the rhythmic properties of American English and Indian English (i.e., the English spoken by speakers who grew up in India and learned English as an L2), two languages that have been claimed to differ in their rhythmic properties. American English is claimed to be a stress-timed language, and shows, as mentioned above, evidence of a tendency towards
foot isochrony and the shortening of stressed syllables with the addition of un-
stressed syllables to the foot. Indian English has been claimed to be a syllable-
timed language (Wells 1982; Crystal 1994; Trudgill and Hannah 2008). We are
aware of only two studies examining rhythmic properties of Indian English.
Sailaja (2009) reports a study by Prabhakar Babu (1971) finding that Indian
English is “neither stress-timed nor syllable-timed”, but no further details of
the study are provided. Fuchs (2012) finds a tendency towards lower variability in
the duration of vocalic intervals in Indian English compared to British English,
indicating a tendency towards syllable timing in Indian English as compared to
British English.

The second aim is to investigate whether rhythmic convergence occurs in an
interaction between speakers of these languages, and how to characterize conver-
gence if it occurs. An acoustic experiment was conducted to examine these ques-
tions. The study used solo readings to examine the rhythmic properties of the
languages. To examine convergence we used the synchronous speech paradigm
(Cummins 2002) in which two speakers read a text simultaneously, prompted by
the experimenter. This paradigm minimizes individual, non-linguistic variation
without introducing artificial temporal properties to speech (Cummins 2004;
Zvonik and Cummins 2002, 2003). It has been suggested that synchronization
relies on speakers’ shared knowledge of linguistic timing (Cummins 2004). We
use this paradigm in our study with the idea that the task itself might facilitate
convergence between speakers.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

Eight speakers (four dyads) were recorded. Four subjects were native speakers of
American English from the East Coast (AE1, female, 43 years old; AE2, female, 20
years old; AE3, male, 23 years old; AE4, male, 18 years old). Four subjects were
life-time English speakers born in India (IE1, female, 35 years old; IE2, female, 19
years old; IE3, male, 19 years old; IE4, male, 29 years old). The Indian English
speakers had different L1 backgrounds: Participant IE1 is a speaker of Hindi and
Marathi, and she started learning English when she was 5. She lived in the U.S. for
8 years prior to the experiment. Participant IE2 is a native speaker of Hindi and
a heritage Kashmiri speaker. She started learning English when she attended
kindergarten in India at about 3 years of age. She had lived in the U.S. for 1 year at
the time of the experiment. IE3 is a speaker of Hindi who grew up speaking both
English and Hindi at home, although Hindi was the dominant language. He considers Hindi his first language. He had lived in the U.S. for 6 months prior to the experiment. IE4 is a native speaker of Hindi and Kumaoni. He learned English at school, and he had lived in the US for 6 months at the time of the experiment. Dyad 1 consisted of speakers AE1 and IE1, Dyad 2 of speakers AE2 and IE2, and so on. The dyads were matched in gender and as close as possible in age, although for Dyad 4 the age difference was quite high. Dyads 1 and 2 were female, Dyads 3 and 4 male. All participants were undergraduate or graduate students, or residents of New Haven. They were paid for their participation and were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment.

2.2 Materials and recording

The materials consisted of a short story (given in the Appendix) that was read eight times (the story was constructed by the author, based on Honorof, McCullough, & Somerville [2000] and Wells’ [1982] lexical sets). Between each repetition, subjects read 53 filler sentences that were part of another experiment. The filler sentences were randomized for each repetition.

In the first part of the experiment, participants read each sentence at the verbal prompt of the experimenter, and the story with only one prompt at the start of the story. The second part of the experiment took place about a week later and was conducted using the synchronous speech paradigm (Cummins 2002, 2004). Two participants (one speaker of American English and one speaker of Indian English) were paired up in each dyad. They were seated facing each other and they read the materials (same as in the first part of the experiment) simultaneously. As in the solo condition, the experimenter prompted the participants for each sentence, and once for the beginning of the story. In both the solo and the synchronous condition, prior to the recording the subjects familiarized themselves with the experiment materials by reading the story and the sentences aloud. During the experiment, they were asked to read the materials as if reading a story to someone. In case of errors, subjects were asked to repeat the sentence. Errors were rare.

Subjects were recorded on a DAT recorder using Shure head mounted unidirectional microphones. In the synchronous condition, the participants were recorded on separate channels, thus avoiding interference. The recordings were then transferred to a PC onto the right and left channels of a stereo file.

For the study, the eighth repetition of the story was used for both the solo and the synchronous condition. This repetition was chosen as it was assumed that the speakers will, over the course of the experiment, become more fluent and in that
way more rhythmic in their productions, and that they will be establishing their speech pattern throughout the experiment. Thus the last repetition seemed to be the best choice to examine the rhythm of the individual languages, whether rhythmic convergence occurs, and what the properties of convergence are.

### 2.3 Syllabification and prosodic annotation

The data were prosodically annotated and the duration of the syllables and feet labeled. For American English, the prosodic annotation was conducted by the author, marking Intermediate Phrases and Intonation Phrases as specified by the ToBI guidelines (Beckman and Ayers Elam 1997). Primary and secondary stress was also marked on lexical words. For function words, stress was marked if the words were pitch accented (following Selkirk 1984; Kim and Cole 2005). For syllabification, the 17th edition of the *Cambridge English Pronunciation Dictionary* (Roach, Hartman, Setter, and Jones 2006) was used. The syllabification principles in Roach et al. (2006) are as follows: the Maximal Onset Principle was followed, whereby intervocalic consonants were marked as onsets, unless this would yield phonotactic violations. In compounds, the component word boundaries are preserved.

For Indian English the situation was more complex, given the different language backgrounds of the speakers involved in the study, and given that accepted guidelines for prosodic annotation and for syllabification were not available. Two consultants, native speakers of Hindi, annotated stress and syllable structure. They agreed on stress, and in all but six cases they agreed on syllable structure. The instances of disagreement were all cases in which one of the consultants was not certain about the syllabification. A third Indian English speaker was asked about these cases. Function words were marked as stressed if they were perceived as prominent. The author annotated prominence (any word that was prominent in a sentence, regardless of what type of prominence it might be, was marked as prominent) and phrase boundaries. This was done based on the examination of the pitch track and based on perception. The 53 sentences that were collected in addition to the story contained stimuli designed to elicit various prosodic structures. These were used as a guide for the annotation. In addition, one consultant also annotated the data of all Indian English speakers for prosodic boundaries and for prominence. Except in a few cases, her labeling corresponded to the markings the author conducted for the data. In cases of disagreement, the consultant’s labeling was chosen. As for American English, for Indian English prominence was only used to determine when to assign stress to function words.
The foot was taken to be from the onset of one stressed syllable to the onset of the next stressed syllable (where both primary and secondary stress counts, as in Kim and Cole [2005], and, as in Kim and Cole [2005], both cross-word and within-word feet were taken into account). To exclude the effect of boundary adjacent lengthening, feet (and the syllables in them) adjacent to an Intermediate or Intonation Phrase boundary were not included in the analysis. There were no pauses apart from pauses at prosodic boundaries.

2.4 Acoustic measurements and synchronization

Syllable and foot duration were examined. The measurements were conducted in Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2012). The acoustic segmentation into syllables was conducted in the same manner for both languages. The main guidelines were decided with the goal of keeping the measurements consistent, and segmentation criteria were based to a large extent on the criteria outlined in Klatt (1976), Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2000, 2007), Turk, Nakai, and Sugahara (2006), and White and Turk (2010). Vowels following a stop were labeled as starting from the release burst, and the end of vowels preceding a stop was marked at the significant drop in amplitude indicating a closure. Creaky voicing was included in the duration of the vowel. The nasal-vowel boundary was marked by a sharp drop in amplitude. Nasals were marked by the beginning/end of formant structure. Fricatives were labeled as starting/ending with the onset/end of frication. To label vowels preceding or following ‘r’, the point was taken where the formants began/ended changing rapidly for the ‘r’, often occurring together with a decrease in amplitude in higher formants or an overall drop in amplitude. The vowel to /w, l, j/ boundaries were measured at the end of the rapid change in formant transitions for F1 and F2, which also typically occurred at the same time as a sharp decrease in amplitude.

As a measure of synchrony between speakers, for each pause-delimited phrase, the temporal difference between the beginning of a phrase for one speaker of the dyad and the beginning of the same phrase for the other speaker of the dyad was calculated (following similar procedures reported in Cummins 2003; Krivokapić 2007b). The same analysis was done for phrase ends. The average difference for Dyad 1 for phrase beginning is 86 ms (SD = 69 ms) and for phrase end 43 ms (SD = 31 ms), for Dyad 2 for phrase beginning 55 ms (SD = 37 ms) and for phrase end 48 ms (SD = 92 ms), for Dyad 3 for phrase beginning 69 ms (SD = 43 ms) and for phrase end 39 ms (SD = 31 ms), and for Dyad 4 for phrase beginning 81 ms (SD = 55 ms) and for phrase end 53 ms (SD = 83 ms). This level of synchronization is a bit less than usually reported (Cummins 2003; Krivokapić
Importantly however, for all dyads it was never the case that one speaker was consistently leading and the other consistently following; instead, sometimes one speaker and sometimes the other speaker would start first, and which speaker started first did not determine which speaker ended first. Like in previous studies, this indicates that speakers did indeed synchronize, rather than one speaker leading the other.

2.5 Statistical analysis

A two-factor ANOVA on stressed syllable duration and on foot duration was performed, testing for each speaker separately the effects of (1) the number of syllables in the foot (with two levels: one and multiple, where “multiple” means two or three syllables per foot) and (2) the speaking condition (with two levels: solo or synchronous). The analysis was conducted on z-scores calculated for each speaker separately for stressed syllables and for feet. The criterion for significant difference was $p < .05$. All and only significant results are reported.

The rhythmic properties of the languages were examined in the solo condition. To examine convergence, the changes that occur in the duration of the stressed syllables and the feet in the synchronous compared to the solo task were evaluated.

The same number of mono- and multisyllabic feet was taken across comparisons. All monosyllabic feet were included in the analysis, and the number of disyllabic and trisyllabic feet was adjusted so that the sum of disyllabic and trisyllabic feet together matched that of the monosyllabic feet. The feet that were not included in the analysis were removed semi-randomly throughout the experiment (e.g., by removing every $x$th disyllabic foot). The ratio of disyllabic and trisyllabic feet in the story matched the ratio of the disyllabic and trisyllabic feet that were kept in the analysis. By removing disyllabic and trisyllabic feet, the number of mono- and multisyllabic feet in both the solo and synchronous condition was the same. By extension, this also means that the number of stressed syllables in all conditions was equal. The total number of feet in the analysis for each speaker is as follows (as a reminder, AE are American English speakers and IE are Indian English speakers): AE1 = 43, AE2 = 39, AE3 = 39, AE4 = 44, IE1 = 40, IE2 = 39, IE3 = 39, IE4 = 47.

---

1 For various trials, Cummins (2003) reports mean differences of around 61 ms ($SD = 38$) to 63 ms ($SD = 34$) phrase initially and 40 ms ($SD = 24$) to 44 ms ($SD = 25$) phrase finally. Krivokapić (2007b) reports mean differences of 79 ms ($SD = 64$ ms) phrase initially, and 38 ms ($SD = 48$ ms) phrase finally.
2.6 Predictions

As discussed above, in stress-timed languages, the foot constrains the duration of the syllables, giving rise to a tendency towards foot isochrony and to polysyllabic shortening. In syllable-timed languages, the syllable is more dominant, giving rise to a tendency towards syllable isochrony. Thus in the syllable-timed languages the duration of the foot tends to increase with the number of syllables in it, and the syllables tend to not shorten with an increase in the number of syllables in the foot.

The predictions are then as follows: For American English stressed syllables will be longer in monosyllabic than in multisyllabic feet, while for Indian English there will not be a difference in the duration of the stressed syllables in monocompared to multisyllabic feet (as schematically shown in Figure 1). For the foot, the prediction is that for American English the duration of the foot will show a tendency to be the same in mono- and in multisyllabic feet. For the syllable-timed Indian English, the prediction is that the duration of the foot will increase with the number of syllables in it (as schematically shown in Figure 2). Note that the predictions are tendencies only, i.e., the prediction is that the languages will show tendencies towards these extremes.

A difference in the behavior of a variable in the synchronous compared to the solo condition will indicate convergence (or divergence, i.e., speakers becoming more different from one another). For American English speakers, evidence of

![Fig. 1: Schematized predictions for the duration of the stressed syllable.](image)

![Fig. 2: Schematized predictions for foot duration.](image)
convergence could be seen in (1) less polysyllabic shortening in the synchronous compared to the solo condition or (2) more increase in the duration of the foot depending on the number of syllables in it in the synchronous compared to the solo condition. For Indian English speakers, evidence of convergence could be seen in (1) more polysyllabic shortening in the synchronous compared to the solo condition or (2) less increase in the duration of the foot depending on the number of syllables in it in the synchronous compared to the solo condition.

3 Results

3.1 Stressed syllable duration

3.1.1 American English speakers

For American English speakers, the $z$-scored duration of the stressed syllable in mono- and multisyllabic feet, by condition, is given in Table 1, together with the statistically significant results of the analysis. As can be seen, all speakers show an effect of speaking condition, such that stressed syllables are longer in the synchronous than in the solo condition. All speakers also show an effect of the number of syllables in the foot, such that the stressed syllables are longer in the mono- compared to the multisyllabic condition. There are no significant interactions.

Since all speakers patterned in the same manner, the results of the individual speakers were pooled. The results are shown in Figure 3 (left). Note that the figures are in $z$-scores. Values above zero represent syllable duration above the subjects’ average syllable duration, and values below zero represent syllable duration below the subjects’ average syllable duration. The pooled data show an effect of speaking condition ($F(1, 656) = 60.038, p < .0001$), such that stressed syllables are longer in the synchronous than in the solo condition. There is also an effect of the number of syllables in the foot ($F(1, 656) = 131.376, p < .0001$), such that stressed syllables are shorter in mono- compared to multisyllabic feet. Thus both for the individual and for the pooled speakers, the duration of the stressed syllable decreases with the addition of unstressed syllables to the foot, as is predicted for stress-timed languages. As there is no interaction between the two tested factors, we can assume there is no evidence of “rhythmic convergence”, either for individual speakers or for the speakers pooled.
Table 1: American English speakers. Average stressed syllable duration (z-scores) with standard deviations (in parenthesis) for the number of syllables for each condition. Significant results for the effect of number of syllables in the foot, speaking condition, and interactions are given in the second row of the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foot syllable number</th>
<th>AE1</th>
<th>AE2</th>
<th>AE3</th>
<th>AE4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solo, monosyllabic</td>
<td>−.105 (.851)</td>
<td>.369 (.914)</td>
<td>.073 (.890)</td>
<td>.138 (.967)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, multisyllabic</td>
<td>−.521 (.531)</td>
<td>−.615 (.728)</td>
<td>−.663 (.631)</td>
<td>−.682 (.546)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, monosyllabic</td>
<td>.616 (1.185)</td>
<td>.703 (.995)</td>
<td>.849 (.998)</td>
<td>.645 (.983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, multisyllabic</td>
<td>−.047 (.935)</td>
<td>−.373 (.767)</td>
<td>−.079 (.935)</td>
<td>−.081 (.964)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaking condition</th>
<th>$F(1, 168) = 18.678$</th>
<th>$F(1, 152) = 4.398$</th>
<th>$F(1, 152) = 23.536$</th>
<th>$F(1, 172) = 17.229$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$&lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$.0376$</td>
<td>$&lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$&lt; .0001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Foot syllable number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$F(1, 168) = 15.226$</th>
<th>$F(1, 152) = 56.226$</th>
<th>$F(1, 152) = 35.301$</th>
<th>$F(1, 172) = 33.624$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$&lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$&lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$&lt; .0001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3: Shortening of stressed syllables.
3.1.2 Indian English speakers

The results for Indian English speakers are shown in Table 2. All speakers show an effect of the number of syllables in the foot, such that the stressed syllable is longer in mono- compared to multisyllabic feet. One speaker (IE1) shows an interaction of speaking condition and number of syllables in the foot, shown in Figure 4. The interaction is such that in the synchronous condition the stressed syllable shortens more than in the solo condition.

The three speakers who showed the same pattern (i.e., all but IE 1) were pooled together for further analysis. The pooled results are shown in Figure 3 (right). The results show an effect of the number of syllables in the foot on stressed syllable duration, such that, as for the individual speakers, the stressed syllable is longer in mono- compared to multisyllabic feet ($F(1, 496) = 102.994, p < .0001$). The effect of the number of syllables in the foot on the shortening of the stressed syllable is comparable for American and Indian English speakers, as can be seen when the solo conditions are compared. The difference, in z-scores, between the stressed syllables in the mono- and multisyllabic feet is .789 in Indian English compared to .733 in American English (see also Figure 3, left).

Table 2: Indian English speakers. Average stressed syllable duration (z-scores) with standard deviations (in parenthesis) for the number of syllables for each condition. Significant results for the effect of number of syllables in the foot, speaking condition, and interactions are given in the second row of the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IE1</th>
<th>IE2</th>
<th>IE3</th>
<th>IE4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANOVA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot syllable number:</td>
<td>$F(1, 156) = 28.786$</td>
<td>$F(1, 152) = 26.462$</td>
<td>$F(1, 152) = 28.016$</td>
<td>$F(1, 184) = 49.681$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking condition *</td>
<td>$F(1, 156) = 4.221$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p = .0416$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot syllable number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, monosyllabic</td>
<td>.163 (.982)</td>
<td>.418 (1.052)</td>
<td>.289 (.918)</td>
<td>.489 (.694)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, multisyllabic</td>
<td>-.308 (.777)</td>
<td>-.456 (.879)</td>
<td>-.458 (.703)</td>
<td>-.269 (.970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, monosyllabic</td>
<td>.590 (1.093)</td>
<td>.312 (.997)</td>
<td>.443 (1.114)</td>
<td>.426 (1.074)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, multisyllabic</td>
<td>-.466 (.694)</td>
<td>-.342 (.756)</td>
<td>-.358 (.880)</td>
<td>-.643 (.764)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To summarize, for Indian English the stressed syllable is longer in mono-
than in multisyllabic feet. This is consistent with a stress-timing pattern, rather
than with the expected syllable-timing pattern. For one speaker there is evidence
of convergence, i.e., in our interpretation, the speaker becomes more stress-timed
when co-speaking with an American English speaker.

3.2 Foot duration

3.2.1 American English speakers

The z-scored duration of the foot for American English subjects is given in Table
3, together with the significant results of the analysis. For all subjects the effect of
the number of syllables in the foot is significant, and the effect is such that multi-
syllabic feet are longer than monosyllabic feet. There is also an effect of speaking
condition for all speakers, such that foot duration is longer in the synchronous
compared to the solo condition. No statistically significant interactions were
found for the individual speakers. Since all subjects showed the same pattern, the
speakers’ data were pooled together. The pooled data show an effect of number
of syllables in the foot \( (F(1, 656) = 79.779, p < .0001) \), such that multisyllabic feet
are longer than monosyllabic feet. There is also an effect of speaking condition
\( (F(1, 656) = 122.495, p < .0001) \), such that the duration of the feet are overall longer
in the synchronous than in the solo condition. There is a tendency towards a
significant interaction \( (F(1, 656) = 3.282, p = .0705) \) shown in Figure 5. As can be
seen from the figure, the interaction is such that in the synchronous condition,
the effect of the number of syllables on the duration of the foot is stronger than in
Table 3: American English speakers. Average foot duration (z-scores) with standard deviations (in parenthesis) for the number of syllables in each condition. Results for the effect of number of syllables in the foot, speaking condition, and interactions are given in the second row of the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AE1</th>
<th>AE2</th>
<th>AE3</th>
<th>AE4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANOVA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaking condition</strong></td>
<td>(F(1, 168) = 20.285) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
<td>(F(1, 152) = 6.293) (p = .0132)</td>
<td>(F(1, 152) = 34.398) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
<td>(F(1, 172) = 23.912) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foot syllable number</strong></td>
<td>(F(1, 168) = 50.777) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
<td>(F(1, 152) = 30.915) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
<td>(F(1, 152) = 17.828) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
<td>(F(1, 172) = 27.575) (p &lt; .0001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, monosyllabic</td>
<td>(-.865 (.615))</td>
<td>(-.676 (.666))</td>
<td>(-.725 (.707))</td>
<td>(-.722 (.673))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, multisyllabic</td>
<td>(-.026 (.719))</td>
<td>(-.051 (.817))</td>
<td>(-.314 (703))</td>
<td>(-.328 (.661))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, monosyllabic</td>
<td>(-.343 (.857))</td>
<td>(-.427 (.722))</td>
<td>(-.097 (.799))</td>
<td>(-.369 (.684))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, multisyllabic</td>
<td>(.543 (.944))</td>
<td>(.317 (.856))</td>
<td>(.610 (1.049))</td>
<td>(.445 (.987))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Foot duration. The black arrows show the qualitatively stronger effect that the increase of number of syllables has on the duration of the foot in Indian English compared to American English.
the solo condition. Thus American English speakers show evidence of a syllable-timing pattern in the duration of the foot: the duration of the foot depends on the number of syllables in it, such that the foot is longer when it contains two or three syllables than when it contains only one syllable. The tendency towards an interaction can be interpreted as the speakers becoming more syllable-timed when co-speaking with an Indian English speaker, as the foot seems to reduce its constraining effect on the duration of the syllables (an alternative interpretation will be discussed in Section 4).

### 3.2.2 Indian English speakers

The results of the analysis for the Indian English speakers are given in Table 4. For all speakers there was an effect of the number of syllables in the foot, such that multisyllabic feet were longer than monosyllabic feet. For one speaker, IE1, there is also an interaction effect of speaking condition and number of syllables in the foot, shown in Figure 6. The effect is such that the difference in duration between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IE1</th>
<th>IE2</th>
<th>IE3</th>
<th>IE4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANOVA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot syllable number:</td>
<td>$F(1, 156) = 38.879$</td>
<td>$F(1, 152) = 45.290$</td>
<td>$F(1, 152) = 53.470$</td>
<td>$F(1, 184) = 39.780$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
<td>$p &lt; .0001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking condition * Foot syllable number:</td>
<td>$F(1, 156) = 5.224$</td>
<td>$p = .0236$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, monosyllabic</td>
<td>$-.747 (.746)$</td>
<td>$-.602 (.711)$</td>
<td>$-.730 (.622)$</td>
<td>$-.587 (.464)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, multisyllabic</td>
<td>$.344 (.855)$</td>
<td>$.070 (.810)$</td>
<td>$.149 (.762)$</td>
<td>$.265 (890)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, monosyllabic</td>
<td>$-.423 (.830)$</td>
<td>$-.674 (.674)$</td>
<td>$-.623 (.746)$</td>
<td>$-.557 (.728)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous, multisyllabic</td>
<td>$.083 (.771)$</td>
<td>$.246 (.753)$</td>
<td>$.222 (.803)$</td>
<td>$.020 (.935)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Indian English speakers. Average foot duration (z-scores) with standard deviations (in parenthesis) for the number of syllables in each condition. Results for the effect of number of syllables in the foot, speaking condition, and interactions are given in the second row of the table.
mono- and multisyllabic feet is larger in the solo than in the synchronous condition. The remaining three speakers were pooled for group analysis (since IE1 is the only speaker with a significant interaction, IE1 was not included in the group analysis). The results (see Figure 5) show an effect of the number of syllables in the foot \((F(1, 496) = 137.134, \ p < .0001)\), such that with an increase of number of syllables in the foot the duration of the foot increases. These results show a pattern consistent with syllable-timing. Note also that this pattern is more pronounced for Indian English than for American English. As indicated by the black arrows in Figure 5, the difference between mono- and multisyllabic foot duration in the solo condition is qualitatively stronger in Indian English (the difference, in \(z\)-scores, is .825) compared to American English (.569).

### 3.3 Speech rate

One notable effect is that all American English speakers were slower in the synchronous compared to the solo condition. Kim and Nam (2009), in their work on Mandarin Chinese, and O’Dell, Nieminen, and Mustanoja (2010) for Finnish show that speakers read slower in the synchronous compared to the solo condition. The slowing down thus might be an effect of the experimental paradigm used in this study, although the fact that it only occurred in American English speakers argues against that view. To examine speech rate further, we compare the difference in non-normalized means between speakers of a dyad (given in Tables 5 and 6). We examine the difference in absolute values, i.e., ignoring which speaker is faster. The comparison shows that in all but one case for Dyad 3 (given in italics,
the monosyllabic synchronous condition) the American English speakers’ means are closer to those of their co-speakers in the synchronous condition than in the solo condition. We take this to indicate a degree of convergence in speaking rate.

**Table 5:** Average foot duration (ms) with standard deviations (in parenthesis) for each condition, given by speakers in a dyad. The difference between dyads is given as an absolute value. Italics indicate that the difference is larger in the synchronous than in the solo condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dyad 1</th>
<th>Dyad 2</th>
<th>Dyad 3</th>
<th>Dyad 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AE1</td>
<td>IE1</td>
<td>AE2</td>
<td>IE2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, mono</td>
<td>239 (82)</td>
<td>281 (94)</td>
<td>244 (69)</td>
<td>262 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, multi</td>
<td>350 (95)</td>
<td>419 (112)</td>
<td>308 (84)</td>
<td>337 (91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch, mono</td>
<td>308 (114)</td>
<td>322 (105)</td>
<td>269 (74)</td>
<td>254 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch, multi</td>
<td>425 (125)</td>
<td>386 (98)</td>
<td>346 (88)</td>
<td>357 (84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6:** Average stressed syllable duration (ms) with standard deviations (in parenthesis) for each condition, given by speakers in a dyad. The difference between dyads is given as an absolute value. Italics indicate that the difference is larger in the synchronous than in the solo condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dyad 1</th>
<th>Dyad 2</th>
<th>Dyad 3</th>
<th>Dyad 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AE1</td>
<td>IE1</td>
<td>AE2</td>
<td>IE2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, mono</td>
<td>239 (82)</td>
<td>281 (94)</td>
<td>244 (69)</td>
<td>262 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solo, multi</td>
<td>199 (51)</td>
<td>236 (75)</td>
<td>171 (54)</td>
<td>196 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch, mono</td>
<td>308 (114)</td>
<td>322 (105)</td>
<td>269 (74)</td>
<td>254 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synch, multi</td>
<td>244 (90)</td>
<td>221 (67)</td>
<td>189 (57)</td>
<td>204 (57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Discussion

In terms of general rhythmic properties, American and Indian English show evidence of both stress- and syllable-timing. The results from the solo speech show that in both American and Indian English stressed syllables are longer in monosyllabic compared to multisyllabic feet. Thus both languages show shortening of the stressed syllable, a property that is indicative of a stress-timing pattern. The results from the solo speech for the duration of the foot for both languages show that it increases with the number of syllables in it; thus both languages show a pattern associated with syllable-timing. However, they show this property to a different degree, in that in Indian English, the foot duration increase seems larger than in American English. The two languages are thus quite similar in their rhythmic properties, although qualitatively the syllable-timed tendencies are stronger in Indian English. This indicates that in Indian English the foot “squeezes” the syllables less than it does in American English.

There is some evidence of convergence. For one speaker of Indian English (IE1), stressed syllables shorten more in the synchronous than in the solo condition. For the same speaker, the duration of the foot also becomes less affected by the number of syllables in the foot in the synchronous compared to the solo condition. Thus this speaker converges towards a more American English stress-timing pattern in both of the examined properties. American English speakers converge in speech rate to Indian English speakers. Furthermore, when pooled, American English speakers show a tendency, although it does not reach significance, for the duration of the foot to be more affected by the number of syllables in it, in the sense that the duration of the foot increases more in the synchronous compared to the solo condition. Thus there is some evidence that the foot squeezes the syllables less, becoming more syllable-timed.

Before examining in more detail how the results of the study can be accounted for, two points need to be raised. The first question that needs to be addressed is whether the observed changes are the result of rhythmic convergence or of speech rate effects. It was mentioned in Section 3.3. that American English speakers converge with Indian English speakers in speech rate by becoming slower in their speech. Thus the observed longer foot duration (Section 3.2.1.) could be an effect of global slowing down of American English speakers, rather than being a sign of rhythmic convergence. However, the fact that there is an interaction between the number of syllables in the foot and speaking condition on the duration of the foot indicates that the effect cannot be solely due to global speech rate changes. Another indicator that the effect is not solely due to global speech rate effects is the good synchronization between the subjects. As was shown in 2.4., subjects synchronized well, and there was no evidence of one sub-
ject trailing another. This suggests that the observed effects are driven by factors other than just global speech rate changes. However, the possibility that the observed changes in American English speakers are due to general speech rate changes cannot be excluded at this point.

For the Indian English speaker the speech rate explanation is not possible: For this speaker, as shown in Figure 4, in synchronous speech the stressed syllable in monosyllabic, but not in multisyllabic, feet is longer than in the solo condition. Moreover, as shown in Figure 6, multisyllabic feet become shorter in synchronous compared to solo speech, whereas monosyllabic feet become longer. The fact that the effects of the synchronous speech condition are not uniform indicates that the observed rhythmic effects cannot be accounted for by global speech rate change.

The second point to be made is that the speaker who showed clear rhythmic convergence (IE1) has been living in the U.S. for the longest period of time. This could be an indicator that familiarity with American rhythmic properties made it easier for this speaker to converge. However, a small study of convergence in segmental properties between speakers of British and American English (Krivokapić 2010) showed exactly the opposite effect, in that the British speakers who arrived recently to the U.S. converged more than speakers who had been in the U.S. longer. It is also well-known that a large number of factors influence if and to what extent convergence occurs (for overviews see Babel and Munson to appear; Lewandowski 2012); thus, the convergence by IE1 might be driven by any number of other factors.

In the remainder of this section we examine how the observed properties of rhythm and rhythmic convergence can be accounted for. The findings regarding the rhythmic properties of the two languages, as established in the solo condition, indicate that the difference between Indian English and American English is in the role of the foot. In the model of Saltzman et al. (2008) the role of the foot oscillator is to keep the duration of the foot constant, while the role of the syllable oscillator is to keep the duration of the syllable constant. The dominance of the foot oscillator in the coupling function leads to a tendency towards isochrony of the foot, and the dominance of the syllable oscillator leads to a tendency towards syllable isochrony. The results for the Indian English speakers in the solo condition suggest an oscillator network in which the foot oscillator is active but exerts less force on the syllable than in American English.

There was only limited evidence of rhythmic convergence. This could be modeled by adapting the coupling force between syllable and foot oscillator for both the American and the Indian English speakers. American English speakers showed a tendency toward foot properties that are more associated with a syllable-timing pattern when paired up with Indian English speakers (if the
observed effect for American speakers is due to rhythmic convergence rather than to global speech rate changes. That is, for American English speakers, the properties of the foot seem to change such that it exhibits less of a syllable-squeezing pattern. In this way, the duration of the foot becomes more dependent on the number of syllables in it, and less isochronous. This is only a tendency in the current experiment, but the prediction is that if this result becomes more prominent, a further property would surface, namely that the stressed syllable shortens less. The opposite pattern is observed for IE1. This speaker exhibits the stronger squeezing pattern associated with American English when paired up with an American English speaker. As a consequence, for IE1 the foot has a more constant duration and the stressed syllable shortens more in the synchronous compared to the solo condition. In both cases the results could be modeled by a change in coupling strengths. For American English, the weight of the foot oscillator in the coupling function would decrease, and for the Indian English speakers it would increase. Thus convergence would be modeled by adapting the coupling strengths so that the foot-to-syllable dominance of the speakers of Indian English and American English become more similar to each other.

This finding introduces the possibility that convergence can be modeled via a mutual tuning between speakers of the coupling function(s) that combine individual oscillators (here the foot and syllable oscillator) into a cohesive network. Coupling relations are known to contribute significantly in determining relative timing among articulatory gestures (e.g., Goldstein, Byrd, and Saltzman 2006; Nam, Goldstein, and Saltzman 2009). The work presented here suggests a new avenue for exploring linguistic convergence, which can be viewed not only as the entrainment of particular types of linguistic oscillators between speakers, but also as the convergence of coupling relations among the oscillators that are the primitives of gestural timing.

A final point needs to be made regarding rhythmic classifications of languages. Evidence of a qualitative difference in the temporal properties between the two examined languages is noticeable in that the foot seemed to be less constraining in Indian English than in American English (see Figure 5). This is particularly noteworthy given that the text used is identical, and that, due to the fact that the experiment was conducted in the U.S., the speakers of Indian English might have already adapted somewhat to their linguistic environment. This means that duration is a property well worth examining when investigating rhythm. At the same time, it is well known that durational properties alone will not suffice to characterize rhythm (see discussion in the introduction). There is also evidence for the relevance of $F_0$ in the perception of rhythm (e.g., Dilley and Shattuck-Hufnagel 1999; Dilley and McAuley 2008; Barry, Andreeva, and Koreman 2009). Furthermore, recent work has shown evidence suggesting coordina-
tion between prosodic boundaries, in that boundaries within an utterance affect each other (e.g., Schafer 1997; Carlson, Clifton, and Frazier 2001; Clifton, Carlson, and Frazier 2002; Jun 2003; Frazier, Clifton, and Carlson 2004; Krivokapić 2007a). Such coordination could give rise to a rhythmic structure at a higher prosodic level (as suggested in Krivokapić 2007a; see also Jun [2012] for a suggested prosodic macro-rhythmic typology based on tonal properties of pitch accents and prosodic boundaries). The challenge for future work will be to understand how temporal and \( F_0 \) properties combine to create rhythm and to examine if and how rhythm arises from larger prosodic units.

To summarize, the study finds evidence of stress-timing and syllable-timing in both Indian and American English, with Indian English showing qualitatively stronger properties of syllable-timing than American English. There is evidence of convergence for one speaker of Indian English towards a more stress-timed pattern and a tendency towards convergence towards a more syllable-timed pattern for American English speakers, although the results for the American speakers could possibly also be interpreted as a global speech rate effect. We suggested that the difference between the two languages lies in the squeezing properties of the foot, and that convergence can be understood as arising from the tuning of the prosodic interoscillator coupling function. The findings demonstrate the relevance of linguistic timing when exploring rhythmic properties of languages. They further suggest a novel way to think about convergence, namely in terms of entrainment of not only linguistic oscillators but also of their coupling functions.
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Appendix


The nurse took a cold bath when she woke up. Then she put on a plain yellow dress and a fleece jacket, picked up a pear and her goose Nico, and headed north to work. But a strange thing happened when she opened the door: she saw a goat standing near the big garage where she kept her boat and tools. That reminded her of a story where a dictator had a square hat and always talked about caffeine and boats at press conferences. She was a young adult when she first heard the story from a minister. In those days, her favorite meal on weekends was tuna with parsley. That was a long time ago. Last time she ate a tuna sandwich was when her sister bought it as a surprise for her, about a year ago. Nowadays, she ate either hotdogs, or, if it was hot outside, bananas with ice cream.

As she was thinking about the goat and the dictator, rain started falling. Her clothes and her face got all wet, and she hurried to work. She worked with her father, doing research for a company that produced cloth for cleaning crystal. The job, with its busy schedule and interesting projects, suited her, and she was very successful. The laboratory was also surprisingly famous.

She arrived at the lab a few minutes past eight. She had just put her purse on the big oak table, when suddenly, she noticed another strange thing: a spunky cat was sitting next to a large lamp writing a long letter. There was not a single comma, but every word was spelled correctly, without any mistakes. It was a mystery to the nurse how this could be possible. The cat was scratching its back all the while. The nurse considered introducing her goose, but she didn’t know the cat’s name. She was also not quite sure which verb to use.

She laughed at the thought and started preparing for the day. In the evening, as she was listening to her favorite record, she thought about her day, which had been full of unusual events. She was going to write about it in the local magazine if she could only find their address.

She was hoping that tomorrow she would encounter some other mysterious animal. Maybe a deer in her mother’s kitchen? Or a dancing panda? Maybe even a skunk taking a bath?

She went to sleep early. She had had a long, strange day, and by 6 pm, her sleepiness was making her see things (as if she hadn’t seen enough today!).